MINUTES
NORTHAW & CUFFLEY RESIDENTS ASSOCIATION
Minutes of Meeting held 1 October 2020
Present
Michael Green - Chair
Mike Clark
Diane Draper - Treasurer
Linda Stubbs - Secretary
Stan Buckley
Visitors
There were no visitors
Apologies
Pindy Bhullar
Resignations
Tony Chappell
1. Conflict of interests
No conflict of interests declared
MG Announced that, as he is moving away from Cuffley, Tony Chappell would be leaving the RA and thanked
him for all his hard work.
2. Issues raised by residents
Residents had written in concerned about several issues.
a. A resident had expressed concern regarding the proposed increase in dwellings proposed for the Meadway.
MG to write to the NCPC expressing concerns.
b. Concerns were expressed regarding the second phase of the children’s playground at the KGV for 12 to 16
year olds. LS asked why the youth centre was not focusing on this age group MG to write to the NCPC to
find out about their proposed plans.
c. MG had personally written to a resident regarding several local issues.
3. Minutes of Meeting on 5th March 2020
DD noticed a typo. There were no further amendments.
4. NCRA Admin
a. MG asked for suggestions to recruit new members. It was agreed that MG will send out an e mail to
members.
b. Volunteers. MG asked for committee members to take on additional roles in particular a Membership
Secretary. MG DD and MC to stand in meantime.
c. Need for deputies. It was agreed to wait until new members were appointed.
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5. Treasurer’s Report and Banking
DD reported that some more subscriptions had arrived and a refund was made to a double payer. She
suggested that the bank account be changed so we could make telephone
transfers in the future. An
additional signatory was required. LS volunteered to do so. MG had asked what arrangements had been made
to update the records to show who had paid their subscriptions, DD to send a scan to MG re who has paid.
MC to set up 2020 payment box to record payments, and will share with MG. DD will send them statement
sheets.
6. Subs Collection
MG said there was a need to collect remaining subscriptions as we had not had an AGM when many payments
were received. It was agreed to send out leaflets with an update insert in order to inform residents and collect
remaining outstanding subs. SB was worried that due to Covid we might not be able to find volunteers to
deliver leaflets and be prepared to collect subscriptions. MG to contact previous volunteers to ask if they will
deliver the leaflets. LS asked if we only assisted members with problems. MG said we will help non-members
but encourage them to join us.
7. Planning update
MG thanked DD for the planning list for the month. DD said that nothing needed our attention as there was
nothing contentious.
8. Local Plan
Several committee members had viewed the Inspector’s meetings. A close eye will be kept on developments
resulting from the meetings.
9. Annual General Meeting
It was agreed that we will hold an AGM via zoom, date to be arranged.
10. AOB
A trial zoom meeting will be set up to ensure that Committee Members are able to access zoom. MC to set
up and send out the link. MG expressed difficulty in joining the PC’s zoom meeting. LS said finding the link on
the PC’s website is difficult.
The meeting ended at 9.45. The next meeting date is to be arranged.
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